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Abstract:  
Web application frameworks accelerate the development of web information systems. There 
are many frameworks available to developers these days. This work tries to find suitable 
criteria for their comparison. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Three popular web frameworks based on Java programming language – Spring, Seam and 
Struts 2 were compared according to these criteria. The comparison includes the 
implementation of small information system in all three frameworks and performing 
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1 Introduction  
Web application framework is a software framework that provides a platform upon which 
web applications are built. It implements the tasks common to web applications such as 
database access, session management etc., thus enabling the developer to allocate more time 
on project-specific issues. 
1.1 History 
Early concept of World Wide Web (WWW) [1] did not count into consideration the fact that 
web pages might be provided dynamically depending on user input. The first attempts to 
overcome this downside of WWW resulted into the introduction of Common Gateway 
Interface (CGI) [2], a standard to integrate a web application with a web server. CGI enabled 
to use any programming language to process and respond to requests from a user interface. 
 
As the popularity of the WWW grew, new languages specifically designed for WWW such as 
PHP [3] and ASP [4] were introduced. At the same time, libraries solving common problems 
in the web development started to appear. These libraries were later assembled and unified 
into functional cohesive software units thus creating the web application frameworks. 
1.2 Common aspects 
There are many web application frameworks available today. They differ in the programming 
language they are written in, architectural patterns they implement and lots of other things. In 
spite of these differences, there are certain aspects web frameworks have in common. Web 
application framework automates common tasks in web development. These are the tasks that 
occur in most of web projects. Several of these tasks are as follows: 
 
Authentication and authorization 
A framework provides a mechanism to identify the users of a web application (authentication) 
and restrict their access to specified resources and controls (authorization).  
 
Access to external resources 
Frameworks include libraries that enable web applications to access various different external 
data resources (typically databases), independent on the database vendor. 
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Web caching 
To minimize the bandwidth needed for the interaction with a web application, framework 
enables caching web documents.  This way related subsequent requests might use this cached 
resources to retrieve the desired document instead of loading it again. 
 
Simplified configuration 
By gathering libraries into unified bundle the framework also contains the configuration of 
their unification so the developer is left to configure only the integration of framework with 
libraries not included in the bundle thus reducing the complexity of configuration. 
 
There are other aspects common to web frameworks, but these are the most prominent.  
1.3 Advantages of using commonly-used framework 
Although a commonly-used framework is not absolutely needed to develop a web application, 
there are several problems connected with the choice of not using any commonly-used 
framework.  
 
Without using commonly-used framework, we are forced to implement our own version of 
common tasks like authentication, authorization and database access. It actually means that 
we write our own framework. Eventually, as the project gets bigger, the code that we write to 
implement our framework gets more and more complex and as we are the only ones that 
know this framework, no one is able to help us when we face technological or bug-related 
problems. Not to mention the fact that the only upgrades to our framework are the ones we 
write ourselves. In comparison, when using commonly used framework, we get almost 
permanent version upgrades. And if we have a problem, there is a big community of dedicated 
developers that can help us.   
 
Further problems arise when we want to enlarge our project team to include new developers. 
As we are the only creators and care-takers, newcomers have no knowledge about our 
framework and have to learn it before using it. If we were developing our project in 
commonly-used framework, we might have been able to find people who had experiences 
using this framework and these people might have been productive almost at once after 
joining the project. 
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1.4 Java web application frameworks 
Web application frameworks can be divided according to the programming language they are 
based on. As I am a Java programmer, I focus my attention on Java application frameworks. 
There are several Java application frameworks today. The following list presents several of 
them: 
• JBoss Seam [5] 
• Apache Struts 2 [6] 
• Spring [7] 
• Google Guice [8] 
• Induction [9] 
• Stripes [10] 
• Tapestry [11] 
• Cocoon [12] 
• WebWork [13] 
 
There are many others frameworks either in use of in development [14]. I have chosen to 
compare three of them. I have picked up JBoss Seam, because I have extensive experience 
using this framework and although it is relatively new, it is in my opinion very promising as it 
offers clear solution to web application development. Then, I have chosen Spring, as is it a 
robust framework capable to integrate various technologies. Finally, I have added Apache 
Struts 2, because it is one of the most used Java application frameworks having a long 
tradition and history behind it.  
 
There is yet another reason why I have chosen Spring and Struts. Before the choice, I have 
looked into many job offers connected with Java application frameworks. In these offers, 
employers stated which frameworks they would like the job candidate to know. Spring and 
Struts were the most mentioned frameworks. Therefore having some knowledge of these 
frameworks would be useful when applying for the job.  
1.5 Goals of this thesis 
The first goal of this thesis is to identify suitable comparison criteria for the comparison of 
web application frameworks. 
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The second goal is to compare three popular contemporary open-source Java-based web 
application frameworks – Spring, Seam and Struts 2.  
 
To achieve these goals, several things have to be accomplished. It is vital to think up and 
implement a sample application fitting the comparison. After the application is implemented 
the experiments will be performed on them and results precisely measured and clearly 
displayed. Finally, these results will be scrutinized and recommendations will be drawn from 
them.  
1.6 Structure of the text 
Section 2 contains detailed description of Spring, Seam and Struts 2, three frameworks 
compared in this thesis. The description contains introduction to each framework, brief 
history and technological aspects specific to each framework. 
 
Section 3 contains description of comparison criteria with their division into related groups 
and reasons why they are included in the comparison. 
 
Section 4 deals with sample application that was implemented in all three frameworks in 
order to conduct the application-based comparison on it. It contains its analysis, both 
framework independent and framework specific. 
 
In Section 5, I take comparison criteria from section 3 and compare all frameworks according 
to them.   
 
Section 6 draws conclusions based on the comparison and contains recommendations for 
developers interested in using any of compared frameworks. 
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2 Description of compared web application frameworks 
The aim of this section is to describe compared web application frameworks. The description 
of each framework includes its brief introduction, history overview, framework components 
and significant features. The significant features section describes technological aspect or 
aspects that are remarkable for the given framework. 
2.1 Spring 
Spring is an open source application framework for Java platform, designed to address the 
needs of developing enterprise applications. Its use is not limited to server side programming. 
Thanks to its extensions, it can be used for the creation of any Java applications including web 
applications. It is lightweight, its core jar library, which contains most of what the developer 
would need, is only 2.7 MB in size.  Similarly, overhead or performance degradation 
connected with using the framework is very small. 
 
2.1.1 History 
 
Spring framework was originally developed by Rod Johnson who released the framework and 
described it in his book [15] in 2002. Since 2002, it has got through a lot of improvement and 
enhancement; it has won a reputation among developers, winning a Jolt productivity award 
[16] in 2006.  
 
2.1.2 Components 
 
Spring contains several modules designed to cover most of the aspects of application 
development. The developer is free to choose modules that he will need in his project. If the 
offered modules are not enough, Spring contains multiple integration points with other 
technologies and libraries to supplement or complement its modules. 
 
The overview of Spring modules is displayed in figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Spring modules  
 
Let’s take closer look at the most important modules. 
 
Core 
The core module is the one other Spring modules are built on.  It provides support for other 
modules. It is responsible for the life cycle management and configuration of Spring 
components. It is the module that must be present in all web applications written using 
Spring. 
 
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) module 
The module enables support for aspect oriented programming. Aspect oriented programming 
is a type of programming in which cross-cutting concerns are isolated into separate modules. 
A good example of cross-cutting concern is logging. Logging is present in all parts of an 
application – in the view part, middle layer and also in the database. It cross-cutts the 
application, hence its name. By isolating logging into a separate part, future changes in other 
application parts have no or little influence on logging part and therefore the logging part 
needs not to be updated each time other parts of an application are changed.   
 
Data access objects (DAO) module 
Data access object is an object that abstracts the access to the database by providing methods 
for the communication with the database like storing and retrieval of data.  It does hide the 
specific database implementation from the developer, therefore enabling him to write 
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database-independent code. This way the changes in application logic have no influence on 
persistence logic. Similarly, changes in database access implementation do not affect 
application code. Spring DAO module enables the use of data access objects in the 
application. It implements the common code used to access the data source. It creates the 
connection to the data source, manages it through the time of its existence and closes it if it is 
no longer needed. It also creates an exception hierarchy on top of SQL error messages.  
 
Object-relational mapping (ORM) module 
Object-relational mapping is a programming paradigm used to transform the data from objects 
used in object-oriented programming to relational data used in relational databases and vice 
versa. To use ORM in the application, the developer has to use an ORM library that 
implements object-relational mapping. There are several object-relational mapping tools 
available today like Hibernate [17], Java Persistence API [18], iBATIS [19]. Spring ORM 
module enables the integration of these tools with the framework. 
 
Model-View-Controller (MVC) module 
Although Spring integrates with many popular model-view-controller frameworks like JSF 
[20], Tapestry [21] etc., it also offers its own MVC extension – Spring MVC. The module 
was added to the framework later, it was not part of the framework from the beginning. The 
module offers building web application by separating user interface and application logic.  
2.1.3 Significant features  
Spring contains one significant feature that changed the world of Java application 
programming and that also inspired other frameworks. It is the technique of dependency 
injection. 
 
Dependency injection 
Originally called Inversion of Control (IoC) [22], it was given its current name due to the fact 
that obtaining dependencies is the aspect of control that is being inverted. 
 
Traditionally, when an object needs some external service to achieve its goal (i.e. it needs 
external dependency), the object itself is responsible for the instantiation and disposal of this 
dependency.  
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Let’s demonstrate it on a simple example. We create HelloService class implementing the 
IHelloService interface. 
  
 
What this implementation does is that it displays the message “Hello!” on the screen.  
 
Now let’s create the Hello class that uses HelloService.  
 
 
As we can see from the code, constructor of Hello class instantiates HelloService, so that this 
object is available when method greeting() is called. The process is presented graphically in 
figure 2.2. 
 
 
public class Hello { 
     
    private IHelloService helloService; 
     
    public Hello() { 
 helloService = new HelloService(); 
    } 
     
    public static void main(String args[]) { 
 Hello hello = new Hello(); 
 hello.greeting(); 
    } 
 
    public void greeting() { 
 helloService.sayHello(); 
    } 
     
} 
public HelloService implements IHelloService { 
     
    public void sayHello() { 
 System.out.println("Hello!"); 
    } 
} 
public interface IHelloService { 
    void sayHello(); 
} 
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Figure 2.2: Hello class using HelloService as dependency without dependency injection. In 
this case, object itself must obtain its dependency. 
 
By introducing dependency injection, the object is no longer responsible for obtaining its 
dependencies. This work is delegated to Spring container, which is a component that manages 
the life cycle of objects – their creation, initialization and destruction. Objects are given their 
dependencies when needed, in other words, dependencies are injected into objects. 
 
The same code as above, using dependency injection, looks like this: 
 
As we can see, there is no HelloService instantiation is the Hello class constructor. Instead we 
tell the Spring container to inject HelloService reference into its helloService property when 
Hello class is created: 
  
The situation is presented graphically in figure 2.3. 
<bean id="helloService" class="web.hello.HelloServiceService"/> 
 
<bean id="hello" class="web.hello.Hello"> 
 <property name="helloService" ref="helloService"> 
</bean> 
public class Hello { 
     
    private IHelloService helloService; 
     
    public Hello() {} 
 
    public static void main(String args[]) { 
 Hello hello = new Hello(); 
hello.greeting(); 
    } 
 
    public void greeting() { 
 helloService.sayHello(); 
    } 
     
... 
} 
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Figure 2.3: Hello class using HelloService as dependency using dependency injection. In this 
case, the dependency is injected into the object when object needs it. 
 
Dependency injection brings two main advantages over traditional programming. First, it 
cancels tight coupling between classes. Second, it enables the management of dependencies – 
their life span and possible reuse. This reduces number of objects in the application and 
provides better control over them. 
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2.2 JBoss Seam 
JBoss Seam is open source application framework for Java that simplifies development of 
web applications by introducing unified component architecture. It further simplifies 
development by preferring configuration using annotations over configuration using XML 
configuration files. Further enhancements include improved page flow mechanism, PDF 
rendering etc. 
 
2.2.1 History 
The framework was originally developed under the leadership of Gavin King, the co-author of 
Hibernate, the object-relational mapping (ORM) library. The project is now developed under 
the hood of JBoss. 
 
2.2.2 Components 
Seam integrates several technologies. They are presented in figure 2.4. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Seam technologies. 
 
 
Java Persistence API (JPA) 
Java Persistence API manages relational data in Java platform. The management of relational 
data is one of the most important parts of the framework as vast majority of web applications 
communicate with the databases in order to store or retrieve data from them. JPA package 
consists of the API and the Java Persistence Query Language (JPQL) [23]. The Persistence 
API is a set of application programming interfaces that define how the database access is 
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handled. JPQL is a platform-independent query language used to access entities stored in 
relational databases. This language is similar to SQL, the difference between the two is that 
JPQL manipulates entity objects whereas SQL works with database tables. 
 
Java Server Faces (JSF) 
Part of the Java Platform Enterprise Edition [24], Java Server Faces (JSF) [20] is a server-side 
user interface framework for Java-based web applications. It contains an API for representing 
user interface components, their state management, event and input validation handling, 
values conversion, page navigation definition, internalization and accessibility support. 
 
Facelets 
Facelets [25] is a Java Server Faces view definition framework. Its view definition includes 
all of JSF user interface components; it creates its own components tree, reflecting the view 
for a JSF application. It supports templating, a techniques when a layout of a web page is 
defined by predefined templates. This way the user interface appearance stays consistent 
between the pages. It also supports composition. This means a web page is created by putting 
together (composing) parts of the page, such as header, main panel and footer. These parts 
might be defined by aforementioned templates. 
 
RichFaces 
JBoss RichFaces [26] is a rich component library for Java Server Faces. It allows integration 
of AJAX capabilities into web applications. The term AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and 
XML) designates client-side web development techniques that create interactive web 
applications. AJAX enables the application to retrieve server data asynchronously and thus 
not to interfere witch the behavior of current page.  
 
2.2.3 Significant features 
As Seam is relatively new, its creators were able to study other frameworks available on the 
market, pick their best parts and enrich them with their own useful enhancements. Such 
improvements include central component registry, conversation scope and enhanced 
dependency injection. 
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Central component registry 
One problem that arises with the integration of such a variant set of technologies is as Seam 
integrates is that each technology has its own component container. In order to solve the 
problem Seam integrates all containers into central component registry. 
 
Central component registry is the place where all JavaBeans, Hibernate EntityBeans and other 
Seam components are stored. All Seam-integrated technologies might rely on this registry to 
manage their components.  
 
To identify Java class, whether it is an EJB [27] bean, Hibernate entity bean or plain old Java 
object (POJO) [28] as Seam component, @Name annotation is placed above the class 
declaration: 
 
 
Whenever the component helloService is requested, the component registry creates the 
component and stores it in the context scope according to the component settings.   
 
Conversation scope and its corresponding context 
Besides location unification, this registry also unifies the life scopes of these components and 
introduces two brand new variable scopes – conversation and process scope. The figure 2.5 
shows all variable scopes used in Seam-based applications, the standard ones, taken form Java 
Enterprise Edition (EE) are represented by dashed lines, while the new ones are represented 
by full lines.  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Variable scopes in Seam. 
 
@Name("helloService") 
public class HelloService { 
... 
} 
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While the process scope is not so significant the conversation scope is very useful for the 
developer. The conversation scope and its corresponding context enables management of 
single user data across user defined pages. It is a big enhancement because it simplifies the 
work with object-relational mapping libraries by extending the persistence context. The 
principle is shown in figure 2.6. 
 
Figure 2.6: Extending persistence context in Seam using conversation scope.  
 
When accessing database using ORM, persistence manager like Hibernate session is used. 
Persistence context, which contains entity instances filled with the data from the database, is 
contained in this persistence manager. Without conversation context, persistence manager is 
extended only across one request; this means in the use case above the persistence manager 
would be initialized several times – during the retrieval, creation and saving of group mail 
information. Using conversation context, the persistence manager is initialized only once and 
used across all three operations. As the work with databases is the most expensive in terms of 
resources used, conversation context saves system resources. 
 
Enhanced dependency injection 
The principle of dependency injection was introduced in section 2.1.3 during the description 
of how this principle is implemented in Spring. 
 
Seam brings two enhancements to this principle.  First, it simplifies the injection mechanism 
by using annotations. Recall the class HelloService that is injected into Hello class. 
 
To implement the injection in Spring, we need to correctly (and quite verbosely) configure the 
beans in Spring configuration file: 
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And create a setter for helloService in Hello class: 
 
Using Seam annotations, all that is needed is to annotate the injected object with @In 
annotation: 
 
 
Where name attribute is the name of the HelloService component.  
 
Second enhancement is the technique of outjection. Whereas during injection, the context 
variable is taken from scope and injected into the component, the outjection enables the 
context variable to be saved together with its changes back to the scope. This is useful for 
example when we want the object containing user data that was created after the successful 
authentication, to be saved in the session context until the user logs out:   
 
@Out(scope = ScopeType.SESSION) 
private User user; 
 
public boolean authenticate() { 
 
User user = userModule.findUser(username, password); 
  
if (user != null) { 
    this.user = user; 
    log.info("Authentication successful!"); 
    return true; 
} else { 
    log.info("Authentication failed!");  
    return false; 
} 
} 
 
public class Hello { 
     
    @In(name=“helloService“) 
    private IHelloService helloService; 
} 
 
public class Hello { 
     
    private IHelloService helloService; 
     
... 
     
    public void setHelloService(IHelloService helloService) { 
 this.helloService = helloService; 
    } 
} 
 
<bean id="helloService" class="web.hello.HelloService"/> 
 
<bean id="hello" class="web.hello.Hello"> 
 <property name="helloService" ref="helloService"> 
</bean> 
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The injection and outjection mechanisms are summarized in figure 2.7. 
 
Figure 2.7: Injection and outjection mechanism. Before the method is invoked, injection takes 
place that means the component instance properties are set with corresponding context 
variables from Seam container. After the method invocation the outjection takes place that 
means context variables together with changes to their states are returned back to Seam 
container.  
 
Before method invocation, all required dependencies are injected so that their services might 
be used by the method. After method is called, the dependencies along with changes to their 
states are saved back in their context. 
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2.3 Apache Struts 2 
Apache Struts 2 is a second generation of a popular open source Struts framework. It shares 
the common architectural pattern with the first generation – model-view-controller pattern. 
Apart from that it is a completely new framework.  The aim of the framework is to simplify 
the development process by offering its solutions to the common problems facing each 
application developer. 
 
2.3.1 History 
Apache Struts project was started by Craig R. McClanahan. After several years of usage the 
community of dedicated developers became aware of weak points and limitations of the first 
generation of Struts framework and thus a second generation was introduced learning on the 
lessons of the previous one and introducing new design concepts. 
2.3.2 Components 
 
Apache Struts is composed of three main components – action, result and FilterDispatcher. 
Each component controls part of the Struts workflow which is presented graphically in figure 
2.8.  
 
 
Figure 2.8: Workflow of Struts-based web application. 
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FilterDispatcher 
Workflow starts by user sending commands (requests) to the application. The responsibility 
of the application is to pass these requests to the corresponding actions that process the 
requests. In Struts the responsibility of mappings requests to actions is the job of 
FilterDispatcher. It executes its job according to the configuration given in Struts 
configuration which is described later in the section. 
 
Action 
Struts action manages the communication with the business logic so that upon action return 
all required information is gathered and might be displayed in user interface.  
 
After FilterDispatcher intercepts the request, the action mappings defined in Struts 
configuration determine the action that processes the request. When the corresponding action 
is found the control is delegated to this action. Actions consult the business logic for services 
they need to process the request. Upon action return, the result is returned to Struts view part. 
 
Result 
Result returns the page to the browser. Page informs the user about the state of the 
application. Results are represented by simple strings such as success. Thanks to this standard 
structure, many user-interface frameworks like JSF might reside at the view layer of Struts-
based application. 
 
2.3.3 Significant features 
Being action-based, Struts 2 framework differs from previous two frameworks in the way the 
data are manipulated. In both Spring and Seam, objects are stored in the container and this 
container together with dependency injection are the two main notions behind 
communication. In Struts, there is no such container, the data storage and processing is 
different and is therefore worth describing.  
 
Data processing 
Data processing in Struts is summarized in figure 2.9.  
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Figure 2.9: Data processing in Struts. 
 
The diagram shows the processes unleashed when data processing is taken over by action. As 
one might see, there are several constituents that take part in this process. 
 
Interceptors intercept the processing and thus are able to isolate application-related tasks such 
as logging, data validation, conversions etc. They are called before and after the action 
invocation. Although they might execute their job both times, interceptors are usually divided 
into ones that do their job before the request and the ones that do their job after the request. 
 
Valuestack is the place where action-related data is kept. The data needed for action to be 
successfully accomplished are supplied to the Valuestack before the action is invoked, they 
are manipulated during action execution and the result is rendered based on this data after 
action execution ends. 
  
Object graph navigation language (OGNL) is an expression language used to access the 
values from Valuestack. 
 
ActionContext, as its name implies contains all action-related data. These are created by 
ValueStack and by internal framework data. 
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3 Comparison criteria 
This section covers description of comparison criteria. The description of each criterion 
contains reasons for its inclusion in the comparison. In section 5, frameworks are compared 
according to these criteria. Some criteria are derived from software metrics [29]. In that case I 
mention it in the criterion description together with the metric from which the criterion is 
derived. 
 
Section 3.1 describes criteria connected with support for the developer, section 3.2 describes 
criteria connected with the sample application and finally section 3.3 covers other ungrouped 
criteria.  
3.1 Development support 
The subsection details the criteria connected with the support available to programmers 
developing their application with the help of the chosen web framework.   
3.1.1 Documentation 
Developer that has decided to learn new web framework starts by finding the materials that 
will introduce him to this new technology. The amount of written material or material 
published online together with its quality might either make him eager to carry on learning if 
the material is of good-quality or make him turn his back on the technology in case the 
opposite is true.  
3.1.2 Community support 
After he decides to carry on working with the chosen framework, he might after some time 
face more complex problems whose solution he might not be able to find alone. If that is the 
case it is useful if the framework has online forums or bulletin boards dedicated to the 
discussion of problems that might occur during the development. 
 
The community support also includes the reaction to the bugs that developers might find in 
the frameworks in the form of fast bug fixes and patch releases.  
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3.1.3 Version upgrade learning curve     
Acquiring advanced knowledge of each framework requires precious time therefore it is very 
useful if this knowledge might be used also when the new version is released. A lot of 
inconsistent changes between versions might cause the developer that was productive in using 
the previous version to learn the new one from the scratch and thus losing his precious time. 
3.1.4 Tools to simplify development 
The work with framework might be alleviated using suitable development tools if such exist 
for the framework. I have focused my attention on the plug-ins for Eclipse, a multi-language 
software development platform which I use for the development. 
3.2 Sample application-based comparison  
The following criteria are based on the sample application developed using each of the 
compared frameworks. When compared to other criteria, these criteria are prominent in their 
objectivity because their results are measured by objective units. 
3.2.1 Source code quantity 
This criterion tells us how much source code was needed to develop the application. Taking 
into consideration the fact that the number of lines of code is proportional to the time spent 
developing the application the criterion tells us how much time will be spent to complete the 
project using the framework which in turn tells us the cost of developing the project. And as 
the costs are one of the most determining factors in real-life software projects development, 
the results of this criterion might be of big interest for project managers considering using the 
framework in their project. 
 
The criterion is derived from Source lines of code (SLOF) software metric [30]. 
3.2.2 Quality and quantity of generated code 
Web frameworks generate HTML code that is displayed in web browsers. It is important that 
the code is displayed correctly in commonly used browsers. The best way to check the 
compatibility is to check whether the generated code corresponds to the standards given by 
The World Wide Web Consortium [31], which each browser should comply to. 
 
This criterion is indirectly derived from Bugs per line of code software metric [32]. Although 
the mentioned metric measures something else, there is a common point and that is a bug 
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count. Whereas the metric measures number of bugs in source code, the generated code 
quality criterion measures the number of bugs in generated code.  
3.2.3 Load testing 
Computer users today desire responsive software. If they do not get the response in acceptable 
time, they stop using the application. Most of the applications are responsive on small scale. 
The problems arise when a lot of users work with them. Therefore it is needed to test how 
scalable the application is. This is achieved by load testing the application. Using jMeter [33], 
the tool suitable for these purposes, repeated requests will be made for a chosen page.  
3.3 Other criteria 
3.3.1 Installation, integration and set up complexity 
Framework delegates the work with model and presentation layer to other technologies and 
libraries. To enable this delegation, framework needs to be integrated with the chosen back-
end or front-end technology. This integration includes downloading the libraries and correctly 
setting the deployment descriptors. The criterion involves checking whether all the required 
dependencies are included in the downloadable release of whether the user has to download 
and integrate the modules himself.  
 
I will specifically check how the framework integrates with the technologies I have chosen to 
implement my sample application, that are Hibernate on the back-end, and Java Server Faces 
on the front end. 
3.3.2 Testing support 
The section describes how the framework cooperates with existing testing frameworks like 
jUnit [34] or TestNG [35] to implement automated testing in the project and whether it offers 
its own testing solution. 
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4 Sample application 
This section deals with the sample application called GroupMail – from its introduction to its 
framework independent and framework-specific analysis.  
4.1 Introduction to GroupMail 
GroupMail is web application used for sending personalized emails (referred to as group 
mails later in the text) to groups of recipients. The group mail life cycle is as follows: 
 
1) Create new group mail 
The life cycle starts with the creation of new group mail. The creation consists of 
assigning name and optionally description to the newly created group mail. 
 
2) Write email 
The step includes writing email text in the GroupMail email language which includes 
plain text and keywords which will be substituted with the corresponding recipient 
information like name, surname, title etc. The email text might be loaded from saved 
email templates managed in administration page.  
 
3) Assign recipients 
Assign people who will receive the email. The recipients are chosen from contacts and 
contact groups defined in administration page. 
 
4) Send email 
Clicking the send button evaluates the email text according to the project detail 
information and distributes the personalized emails to the recipients. 
 
Page flow in GroupMail is presented in figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Page flow in GroupMail. 
 
The application is divided into several modules: 
 
Admin module 
Admin module is used for the administration of user accounts, their details and privileges. 
 
Contact module 
Contact module covers contact management. 
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Dispatch module 
Dispatch module takes care of the distribution of emails to the recipients.  
 
GroupMail module 
GroupMail module manages the group mails. 
 
Template module 
Template module covers the management of email templates. 
 
The relationship between modules is shown in figure 4.2: 
 
Figure 4.2: GroupMail application modules.  
 
There are two types of users in the application – normal and admin. Normal user might access 
all modules of GroupMail except the admin module which is the privilege of user with admin 
rights. 
 
GroupMail uses parts of code from Advanced Survey Kit, the software project developed by 
me and my colleges. 
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4.2 Framework-independent analysis 
The framework-independent analysis describes the architecture of the application leaving the 
gap in places where the framework should be placed. To make the comparison as objective as 
possible the sample application uses the same technologies on back-end and on front-end. 
 
4.2.1 Technologies overview  
Before explaining the architecture, it is suitable to overview the architectural patterns and 
technologies used in the project. 
 
Model-View-Controller 
Project’s architecture is based on Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern. The pattern divides 
application into 3 main parts having the following responsibilities: 
a) Model consists of the classes that store and move the application data. 
b) View is represented by the pages that capture the input from the user and display the 
output to the user. 
c) Controller acts as a bridge between model and view layers that means it responds to 
the changes in the view layer and invokes the model classes. 
 
JavaServer Faces  
Part of the Java Platform Enterprise Edition, Java Server Faces (JSF) is a server-side user 
interface framework for Java-based web applications. It contains an API for representing user 
interface components (UI), their state management, event and input validation handling, 
values conversion, page navigation definition, internalization and accessibility support. 
 
Facelets  
Facelets is a Java Server Faces view definition framework. Its view definition includes all of 
the JSF UI components; it creates its own components tree, reflecting the view for a JSF 
application. It supports templating and composition.  
 
AJAX  
AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) designates client-side web development 
techniques that create interactive web applications. AJAX enables the application to retrieve 
server data asynchronously and thus not to interfere witch the behavior of current page.  
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RichFaces  
JBoss RichFaces is a rich component library for Java Server Faces. It allows integration of 
AJAX capabilities into web applications. 
 
Java Persistence API and Hibernate  
Java Persistence API (JPA) is a standard API for object-relational mapping (ORM) and 
management of persistence. It provides facilities to application developers to manage 
relational data in Java Platform. Java Persistence covers API, query language and ORM 
metadata.  
 
Hibernate is an object-relational mapping (ORM) library for Java language. It enables 
mapping of object-oriented domain model to relational database. It provides persistence and 
query service. Hibernate implements the Java Persistence object/relational mapping and 
persistence management interfaces.  
 
Figure 4.3 shows how all these technologies cooperate together according to the model-view-
controller pattern. When the HTTP request comes from the browser, framework decides 
according to the configuration which classes in the model will process the request. The model 
processes the data and stores or retrieves additional data from the database. Finally, view is 
refreshed of redirected according to the navigation rules.  
 
 Figure 4.3: Technologies in Groupmail – framework-independent diagram.  
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4.2.2 Model 
The data in GroupMail are stored in PostgreSQL [36] relational database. The database 
schema is shown in figure 4.4: 
 
 
Figure 4.4: GroupMail database schema. 
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The schema contains 14 tables. The group mail information is held in groupmail table. The 
information about group mail recipients is stored in groupmail_contact table, which is a 
linking table between contact and groupmail table. Contacts might be organized into contact 
groups which are stored in contact_group table. Emails are held in email table. This table 
contains reference to groupmail table that tells which group mail email belongs to. 
 
User login information is held in user table, personal information containing user details are 
kept in person table. User access information is kept in user_role table.  
 
Group mail events are logged into groupmail_log table.  
 
The complete description of tables and table columns might be found in the appendix. 
 
Data are stored and retrieved from database using Hibernate. 
4.2.3 View 
 
The view was developed using JavaServer Faces. Facelets, a view definition framework, was 
chosen as a display technology. In order for GroupMail to be interactive, RichFaces is used. 
The library allows integration of AJAX into the project. 
 
Each XHTML page has its backing bean (sometimes called managed bean) which is a 
JavaBeans component that manages the behavior of components on the page. It captures the 
input from corresponding user interface (UI) component, updates model and UI then reflects 
the changes in the model. The user interface components access JavaBeans components using 
Expression Language (EL) [37] which is a scripting language used for this purpose.  
 
4.2.4 Controller 
Controller is the part implemented by web framework. The way the framework does its work 
as the controller is described in the next section. 
4.2.5 Configuration 
The main configuration point of a Java web application is web.xml. This file, called web 
deployment descriptor, describes how to deploy a web application in a servlet container. 
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Deployment involves all activities that make application available for use. A servlet container 
is a web server designed for servlet execution. Servlets are Java objects that receive requests 
and construct responses based on these requests. A servlet container’s functionality includes 
that of basic web server together with servlet-related optimizations and extensions like Java 
runtime environment, mapping of URLs to requests etc. Servlets are registered at Servlet 
container. Servlet container invokes registered servlets when they are required. An example of 
servlet container is Tomcat [38], which is also the container in which I deploy the sample 
application.   
 
Deployment descriptor is located in WEB-INF subfolder of application root and is processed 
by servlet container during application deployment. The file contains  
• General settings like application name and session timeout. 
• Context parameters like enabling debugging for the application. 
• Servlets configuration including servlet mapping. Servlet mapping maps URL patterns 
to Java servlets and thus specifies which servlet should be invoked after specific URL 
comes from web browser.  
• Filters, which are Java components that intercept requests and responses and process 
the information in these requests and responses. Typical examples of filters are filters 
for logging and auditing.  
• Listeners, which are classes notified about various event occurring within the 
application. Their functionality depends on the interface they implement. 
• Security settings like login authentication method and security constraints. 
• Error handlers. 
• Welcome files which are files to show when no filename is defined in the path. 
• Other less significant elements. 
 
Java Server Faces 
To use JavaServer Faces in the project, we need to register its servlet in web deployment 
descriptor: 
 
The configuration of JavaServer Faces is declared in faces-config.xml file. As I use Facelets 
as default view handler, I need to specify this in this file: 
<servlet> 
<servlet-name>Faces Servlet</servlet-name> 
  <servlet-class>javax.faces.webapp.FacesServlet</servlet-class> 
<load-on-startup>1</load-on-startup> 
</servlet> 
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The file might also contain further JSF configuration, like navigation rules, JSF managed-
beans configuration, localization support etc. This depends on the role the JSF plays in the 
project and is therefore framework specific and thus described in the next section. 
 
Hibernate 
Hibernate configuration is stored in hibernate.cfg.xml file. The file contains database 
connection options, object-relational mapping configuration, session factory configuration, 
and other hibernate-specific settings. Session factory is used to retrieve a session, which is a 
main runtime interface between Java application and Hibernate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<application> 
      <locale-config> 
         <default-locale>en</default-locale> 
      </locale-config> 
      <view-handler>com.sun.facelets.FaceletViewHandler</view-handler> 
</application> 
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4.3 Framework-specific analysis 
Framework-specific analysis describes how each framework fits into its place as a controller 
that means how it integrates view and model. 
4.3.1 Spring 
 
In order to use Spring in the project, we need to register its listeners in the web deployment 
descriptor: 
 
 
ContextListener bootstraps Spring, its container and context. RequestContextListener enables 
the transfer of JSF managed beans management from JSF to Spring. This delegation is 
described later in this section. Configuration of Spring components is defined in 
applicationContext.xml. The file resides in subfolder of application root folder. 
 
Model 
In order to integrate Spring with Hibernate, we initialize a Hibernate session the first time it is 
requested in data access object and use it all in subsequent requests. 
 
View 
The management of JSF managed beans is delegated to Spring container. In comparison with 
Seam, where this delegation is automatic, when using Spring, we need to explicitly state that 
we want this delegation to happen by overriding the default JSF variable resolver. This is 
done by adding the following lines to JSF configuration file (faces-config.xml):  
 
 
  
<variable-resolver>   
org.springframework.web.jsf.DelegatingVariableResolver   
</variable-resolver> 
 
<listener> 
<listener-class> 
org.springframework.web.context.ContextLoaderListener 
</listener-class> 
</listener> 
<listener>   
<listener-class> 
org.springframework.web.context.request.RequestContextListener 
</listener-class>   
</listener> 
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Navigation and page-oriented actions is implemented using JSF navigation rules and is 
defined in faces-config.xml.  
 
Diagram of technologies and configuration files specific to Spring is presented in figure 4.5.  
 
 
Figure 4.5: Technologies in Groupmail and their configuration – Spring-specific diagram. 
4.3.2 Seam 
User defined Seam components might be configured using annotations. Configuration of 
build-in components is defined in components.xml. This file contains configuration for Seam 
internal components like components providing internationalization, persistence, security and 
other settings. This file is present in WEB-INF folder, the same folder as where web.xml is 
present. It is loaded by Seam during its initialization. While it is possible to configure user 
defined components in this file, it is recommended to use annotations instead and define only 
Seam internal components in components.xml.  
 
In order to use Seam in the project, the web deployment descriptor must be enriched with the 
following lines that add Seam listener and filter to application: 
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The listener is responsible for bootstrapping Seam and for destroying session and application 
contexts. Seam filter is a master filter which, when registered in deployment descriptor, lets 
you add and configure servlet filters just like you would configure other Seam components.   
 
Model 
Hibernate is integrated with Seam by registering Hibernate session in components.xml  
referencing Hibernate session factory defined in Hibernate configuration file. This session is 
then injected into hibernate data access object and used to access the data layer. 
 
The following snippet shows registration of Hibernate session in components.xml: 
 
 
View 
The management of JSF managed beans is delegated to Seam container. When managed bean 
is requested, Seam container creates new instance or reuses one stored in the container 
according to configuration. 
 
Navigation and page-oriented actions are defined in Seam page descriptor files. The main file 
for page navigation is pages.xml, where general page navigation rules like exception handling 
are defined. Navigation for each page is defined in a file named the same way as XHTML 
page except that the suffix xhtml is replaced with page.xml suffix. 
 
Diagram of technologies and configuration files specific to Seam is presented in figure 4.6.  
<persistence:hibernate-session-factory name="hibernateSessionFactory" /> 
 
<persistence:managed-hibernate-session name="groupMailSession" 
 session-factory="#{hibernateSessionFactory}" auto-create="true" /> 
 
<listener> 
<listener-class>org.jboss.seam.servlet.SeamListener</listener-class> 
</listener> 
<filter> 
<filter-name>Seam Filter</filter-name> 
        <filter-class>org.jboss.seam.servlet.SeamFilter</filter-class> 
</filter> 
<filter-mapping> 
<filter-name>Seam Filter</filter-name> 
         <url-pattern>/*</url-pattern> 
</filter-mapping> 
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Figure 4.6: Technologies in Groupmail and their configuration – Seam-specific diagram. 
 
4.3.3 Struts 
 
To use Struts in the project, we need to register its filter dispatcher in web deployment 
descriptor: 
 
Filter dispatcher is a master filter that executes actions, cleans up action context and starts the 
execution chain for request lifecycle. 
 
Model 
To create hibernate session factory, Filter dispatcher class is extended and its init method is 
overridden to include the session creation. This new extended class is then used in web 
<filter> 
<filter-name>struts2</filter-name> 
        <filter-class> 
org.apache.struts2.dispatcher.FilterDispatcher 
</filter-class> 
</filter> 
 
<filter-mapping> 
        <filter-name>struts2</filter-name> 
        <url-pattern>/*</url-pattern> 
</filter-mapping> 
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deployment descriptor in place of FilterDispatcher. This created hibernate session factory is 
then used in HibernateUtil class to create a session used in data access objects. 
 
 
View 
JSF integrates with Struts using Struts-JSF plug-in. This plug-in combines Struts action based 
approach to page logic and navigation with component based JSF page model. 
 
Page navigation is handled by action flow rules defined in struts configuration file 
(struts.xml). This file, which resides in WEB-INF directory, defines URL to actions 
mappings; it means which action is to be invoked when certain URL is requested in web 
browser. 
 
Diagram of technologies and configuration files specific to Struts is presented in figure 4.7.  
 
Figure 4.7: Technologies in Groupmail and their configuration – Struts-specific diagram.  
public class HibernateUtil { 
 
 private static Session session; 
 
 private static void init() { 
            this.session = new AnnotationConfiguration().configure(). 
                               buildSessionFactory().openSession(); 
} 
  
 public static Session getSession() { 
     return session; 
 } 
  
} 
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5 Comparison 
In this section I take the comparison criteria defined in section 3 one by one and compare 
Spring, Seam and Struts 2 frameworks according to them. All application-based criteria 
described in section 5.2 are objective. Although other criteria are based on objective data and 
I tried to be as objective as possible, I classify them as subjective. 
 
Before I start with the comparison, I describe my experiences with learning these frameworks. 
 
Seam 
I had no previous experiences with web application frameworks before learning Seam, so I 
had to learn the concepts behind web application frameworks like model-view-controller 
pattern, web security, caching, templating and URL mapping together with learning Seam. 
This of course meant that I was learning this framework very slowly although it was not 
framework’s fault.  
 
Seam integrates technologies which we already know or learn if we want to be able to work 
with the framework - JavaServer Faces as view definition framework and Hibernate or some 
other persistence provider.  
 
JavaServer Faces is part of Java Enterprise Edition (JEE) and in order to understand the 
framework, we must have at least a basic knowledge of JEE. We then have to make a choice 
about the libraries for expressing JavaServer Faces interface. We may use Java Server Pages 
(JSP) custom view libraries or some other view definition like Facelets. I have chosen 
Facelets because there are certain problems using JSP with JSF [39] which might be 
eliminated using Facelets. After learning Facelets, I have decided to learn RichFaces, rich 
component library for JSF, which enables AJAX functionality in Seam. 
 
Hibernate was the first object-relational mapping tool I have used so during learning 
Hibernate I had to learn object-relational mapping principles like lazy and eager fetching etc. 
  
To sum up, to start using Seam effectively, we have to learn JavaServer Faces, Facelets, 
Richfaces and Hibernate. And of course the principles behind Seam like dependency 
injection, but these are simple. 
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Spring 
Learning Spring was considerably easier for me than Seam, because I have already known all 
other technologies that I wanted to integrate with Spring. And Spring main principle – 
dependency injection – is the same as in Seam. But objectively speaking, if I had no previous 
knowledge of Seam, JSF and Hibernate, Spring would be a bit more difficult to master than 
Seam because the configuration of components is using XML descriptors whereas Seam 
component configuration is annotations-based. This makes Seam configuration clear and 
easier. 
 
Struts 
Struts is based on slightly different principles that other two frameworks as it is a request-
based framework and the previous two are component based. Therefore I had to learn the 
whole request processing principles in order to be able to work with it. This took considerably 
longer time than learning Spring although I already had experiences using web application 
frameworks.  
 
Struts integrates with most user interface technologies including JSF. Similarly it offers 
support for popular persistence providers including Hibernate. As I had previous knowledge 
of these two technologies during the time I have learned Seam I might have reused this 
knowledge to create Struts-based applications. 
5.1 Development support 
5.1.1 Documentation 
I have divided the documentation into three areas - reference documentation, which is the 
official reference documentation released by vendor, books and online tutorials about the 
framework. 
 
Reference documentation 
The reference documentation is available for all three frameworks. In all cases it is extensive 
and basically covers all the framework API and functionality. Both Spring reference 
documentation [40] and Seam reference documentation [41] are clearly organized and might 
be downloaded as one file which is important if someone wants to print it all and read it off-
computer. That is not the case of Struts 2 reference guide [42] which consists of several 
separate tutorials and guide, each covering distinct section of the framework. 
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Books 
Books are somewhere in the middle between tutorials and reference guides as far as extent is 
concerned. They are more detailed than tutorials but less extensive in details than reference 
guides. 
 
In my research of books, I have searched how many relevant books of adequate quality 
concerning each framework were written. I used one of the largest online book stores [43] for 
this purpose. The books include book description together with average customer review 
expressed on the scale of zero to five stars, zero being the worst, five the best assessment. The 
process of selecting the books in my count was the following: 
1. Search books with search string “frameworkName famework”, where frameworkName 
is the name of the framework. 
2. Go through all results and select only those that are relevant. The search result 
sometimes returned books about some technology like Hibernate that include a link to 
the framework but the book was not about the framework. These results had to be 
filtered. 
3. Keep only books with five or four star customer review. From me previous 
experiences, the choice of book with four and five-star customer review almost always 
guaranteed the book to be of good quality therefore I included this filter in my search. 
 
Table 5.1 shows number of books selected according to these criteria. 
 
Framework Number of books 
Spring 5 
Seam 4 
Struts 2 3 
Table 5.1: Number of books about each framework as selected by defined criteria. 
 
As you can see, the numbers are similar, with Spring leading before Seam, Struts 2 being the 
last. One note no mention about Struts 2. There are many more books about its previous 
version – Struts 1 as it is older and was widely used. But because it is completely other 
frameworks sharing only the name with its newer version, I have not included the books about 
Struts first version in this count.    
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From these books I have selected one for each framework which I was using during my 
development. I have chosen these books according to their review and according to my 
previous good experience with Apress books [44]. The books that I have chosen were Spring 
recipes: A problem-Solution Approach [45], Practical JBoss Seam Projects [46] and Practical 
Apache Struts 2 Web 2.0 Projects [47]. 
 
Online tutorials 
You might be wondering why to bother with online tutorials at all if all is written in reference 
documentation. That might be the truth but truth is also that a tutorial is more suitable for 
starters who want to get acquainted to a new technology. 
 
My first intentions were to make similar research as when researching framework-related 
books, that means to search for strings like “frameworkName tutorial” in Google and filter the 
results according to some pre-defined criteria. But when the result for Seam was over 15 
relevant tutorials and I checked Spring and Struts and the situation was similar I decided that 
better than to try counting all tutorial is to scrutinize several of the first search results in detail 
and come up with one tutorial for each framework that I can use to learn the framework and 
that I can recommend to others learning the framework. 
 
What I expected from this chosen tutorial was that it will briefly introduce me to the 
framework, guide me through installation and setup process and instruct me how to make 
Hello World or similar simple application using this framework. I have selected The 
Complete Spring Tutorial [48] and Struts 2 tutorial [49] that both come from the same site 
[50], which is a source of lot of excellent tutorials covering the area of Java web technologies 
and I recommend it to anyone interested in the area. And First JBoss Seam tutorial [51] that 
comes from another site [52] covering the tutorials from the area of Java web development.  
 
To conclude, as far as tutorials and books are concerned, there are enough adequate sources of 
information covering each framework. And if a developer is interested in detailed internal 
parts of the framework – how they are implemented and how they can be used – they are well 
documented in reference documentation. 
5.1.2 Community support 
Spring and Seam both have official forums maintained at frameworks official sites. 
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Spring Community forums site [53] is a huge forum (with almost quarter million posts and 
over 60 thousand threads) with responses to the questions given in reasonable time.  
 
Seam official forum [54], although smaller (over 30 thousand posts in around 8 500 topics) is 
also lively and covers whole Seam framework. The reason why number of post and topics is 
smaller than in Spring forum is that Seam framework is more lightweight, not integrating 
such a number of technologies as Spring and that is relatively new in comparison with Spring. 
 
Struts 2 lacks official forum. It has a mailing list and there are other forums that contain topics 
concerning Struts framework but that is a far cry from extensive centralized forums 
maintained by Spring and Seam communities. 
5.1.3 Version upgrade learning curve     
Seam is a relatively new framework, the changes between the versions were up till now only 
incremental, that means the main concepts like annotations-based configuration or 
dependency injection were present in Seam from the beginning and were not changed. 
 
The same is true for Spring, where the main principles – dependency injection and 
configuration using XML descriptor were included in the framework from its first release.  
 
That does not hold for Struts. Original Struts project, although also based on the same 
architectural pattern as Struts 2 is a completely new framework introducing new features. 
Struts 1 uses Expression Language. Although expresions in Struts 2 might also be written in 
Expression language, Struts 2 prefers Object Graph Notation Language (OGNL) for this 
purpose. Struts 1 uses JavaServer Pages (JPS) mechanism for binding object into the pages 
context whereas Struts 2 uses ValueStack, thus taglibs are able to access values without being 
coupled with the view. Struts 1 uses validate method and extensions to its Commons 
Validator to implement manual validation. Struts 2 also used validate method for manual 
validation but prefers XWork Validation framework for this purpose. 
 
These are just a few crucial changes between Struts and Struts 2 frameworks. These changes 
require time to learn and therefore the migration from Struts to Struts 2 is not so smooth as 
migration between versions of other two frameworks. 
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5.1.4 Tools to simplify development 
Spring has a dedicated Spring IDE plug-in [55] that helped me during project creation, editing 
and validation of configuration files. It also enabled me to visualize framework components. 
 
Seam plug-in included in JBoss tools [56] offers similar support. Moreover, being part of 
vendor tools, it also contains support for other technologies from JBoss, namely Hibernate, 
that enabled the creation of entity classes from database schema, something I found very 
useful.   
 
Struts support is included in MVC Web Project plugin [57]. Although it offers some useful 
functions, the support is not so extensive as plug-ins for Spring and Seam offer. 
 
Although Eclipse is most used platform for developing web application in Java, there are 
many developers that for some reason prefer Netbeans [58]. I have therefore made a research 
into whether there exists a framework tool for Netbeans platform.  
 
There exists Spring Netbeans Module [59] to support Spring in Netbeans. It offers similar 
support as Spring Eclipse IDE – it enables choosing Spring Framework as an option when 
creating new web application, installs libraries for Spring and related technologies and 
enables Spring-related code completion in Netbeans.  
 
Support for Seam is included in Netbeans Seam Generator Integration [60]. The support of 
Seam is not so extensive as in Eclipse as this extension just generate Seam CRUD 
applications from database schema, it means the application that can perform CRUD (create, 
read, update and delete) actions with persistence storage.  
 
Support for Struts 2 in included in NBStruts2Support extension for Netbeans. The extension 
is much more useful than MVC Web Project – plug-in that provides support for Struts 2 in 
Eclipse. NBStruts2Support enables Struts-related code completion, hyperlinking (jumping to 
the entity declaration in files), and wizards. 
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5.2 Sample application-based comparison  
5.2.1 Source code quantity 
Before measuring source code quantity, I have divided the code into XHTML pages, Java 
class files and configuration files. The configuration files include all files related to 
framework configuration as well as configuration files for other technologies whose 
configuration varies depending on the chosen framework. After the division, I have measured 
size of each part. The results in bytes are summarized in table 5.2: 
 
 XHTML pages Java class files Configuration files Total 
Spring 127 267 332 605 13 312 473 184 
Seam 126 640 342 352 30 502 499 494 
Struts 126 169 335 531 9 721 471 421 
Table 5.2: Source code quantity in bytes. 
 
The size of XHTML pages is very similar due to the use of same user interface technologies 
in view part. Also the size of Java class files is approximately the same for all frameworks, 
giving Seam a slight advantage. 
 
Differences might be found between quantities of configuration files. Struts has the smallest 
size of configuration files. The reason for this is that being action-based, Struts just needs to 
configure action navigation rules, there is no need to configure components (beans etc.) like 
in Spring or Struts.  
 
On the other side, Seam needs the largest configuration. This might be attributed to its fine-
grained page navigation configuration. Whereas in Struts or Spring, the navigation is defined 
in one centralized file, in Seam each page has its own page navigation file. As each file has 
some common headers, this adds some size to the overall configuration size. Without fine-
grained page navigation, the size of Seam configuration would be similar to size of Spring 
configuration files.  
 
Configuration files complexity 
Besides quantity, it is useful to mention the complexity of configuration files. Although we 
might judge that the least configuration the better in terms of complexity, it is not the truth in 
case of these three frameworks. 
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Struts is action-based framework, it needs no component configuration, just actions need to be 
configured. This makes Struts configuration easiest of them all.  
 
Seam configuration is the largest in size thanks to its page navigation. Although it is possible 
to define the page navigation in one file und thus reduce the configuration code, this page-
related navigation configuration brings big advantage in terms of clarity and simplicity. This 
fact together with the fact that components are configured using annotations makes 
configuration in Seam easier than in Spring, where components are configured using XML 
descriptors.   
5.2.2 Quality and quantity of generated code 
 
Quality 
The view composition of GroupMail is defined by Facelets templates. The pages generated 
from these templates are XHTML 1.0 Transitional [61] pages, so the quality check of 
generated code consists of checking each generated page against XHTML 1.0 Transitional 
standard. 
 
To check each page, request for the page is sent to the server and the response is given as an 
input to W3C Validator [62], which is a validation service offered by W3 Consortium [63]. 
Validator returns number of validation errors. The results of the validation are presented in 
figure 5.1. It shows total number of errors as a sum of errors for all pages. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Number of validation errors. 
 
The total number of validation errors is 359 for all three frameworks. As the-y are 18 pages in 
the application, the average number of errors is approximately 19.94 for one page. 
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The reason why the results are the same for all three frameworks is in used user interface 
libraries. In GroupMail, all frameworks use JSF with Facelets and Richfaces to build user 
interface. User interface definition is the same, they differ only in communication with 
backing beans. But communication-specific code does not influence user interface 
appearance.  
 
Quantity 
To calculate the quantity of generated code, I slightly altered the process described in 
previous section. I again send the request for the page to get response. But this time I saved 
the response and measured its size. Table 5.3 shows total size of all generated pages.  
 
 Size (B) 
Spring 487 338 
Seam 503 847 
Struts 498 972 
Table 5.3: Total size of all generated pages. 
 
The size of generated code is similar in all three cases. This is due to the use of the same technologies 
in view part as described in previous section. 
5.2.3 Load testing 
JMeter, a tool for measuring performance of web applications, was used in load testing 
GroupMail application. It was chosen because it can send repeated requests for certain service 
and measure the response-related values like response time, throughput, error ratio, etc. 
JMeter also offers advanced presentation of measured values, either individual measurements 
or aggregate results in the form of tables and graphs.   
 
Loading testing in GroupMail consists of sending several load tests. First load test includes 
100 users simultaneously sending 1 request that are 100 requests in total. Second load test 
includes 100 users simultaneously sending 10 requests that are 1000 requests in total. The last 
test includes 100 users simultaneously sending 25 requests that are 2500 requests in total. The 
chosen page is groupMailList which is a page that displays list of all group mails. I have 
chosen this page because all application layers (user interface, application logic and database) 
do their work in the request for this page which is suitable because it shows how effectively in 
terms of speed application framework manages the communication between layers. 
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100 users sending 1 request 
The results of first load test are captured in table 5.4. 
 
 # Samples Average Median 90% Line Min Max Error % Throughput KB/sec 
Spring 100 2127 2281 2638 757 2907 0 29.5/sec 285.3 
Seam 100 5666 6083 6843 3136 7008 0 12.9/sec 132.1 
Struts 100 3196 3366 3784 2139 4304 0 21.6/sec 208.5 
Table 5.4: Spring load testing table results. Response times are given in ms. 
 
100 users sending 10 requests 
The results of second load test are captured in table 5.5.  
 
 # Samples Average Median 90% Line Min Max Error % Throughput KB/sec 
Spring 1000 1518 1432 1987 116 3719 0 60.9/sec 592.3 
Seam 1000 3824 3987 5828 92 10085 0 21.8/sec 229.3 
Struts 1000 1808 1677 3162 44 5227 0 46.3/sec 448.2 
Table 5.5: Seam load testing table results. Response times are given in ms. 
 
100 users sending 25 requests 
Finally, the results of the last load test are captured in table 5.6.   
 # Samples Average Median 90% Line Min Max Error % Throughput KB/sec 
Spring 2500 1319 1250 2258 20 3930 0 67.6/sec 659.1 
Seam 2500 3933 4580 5669 71 13818 0.08 21.1/sec 243.7 
Struts 2500 1455 1185 2878 45 4113 0.08 55.9/sec 541.4 
Table 5.6: Struts load testing table results. Response times are given in ms. 
 
The results of second load test are also captured in figures 5.2 – 5.4. I have included graphical 
results just for the second load test because graphical result for other two load tests are similar 
so to see the trend it is enough to see graphs for 1000 requests. There is one graph for each 
framework as jMeter does not offer mixing different load tests in one graph.  
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Figure 5.2: Spring load testing graph results. 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Seam load testing graph results. 
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Figure 5.4: Struts load testing graph results. 
 
Several conclusions can be made from the load testing results. Spring framework is the fastest 
one, Struts being only slightly slower and Seam is the slowest. Seam is slower because it 
offers enhancements for the developer that increase his productivity yet at the same time they 
bring performance overhead. Further reason while Spring and Struts are faster is that they are 
longer on the market and thus are better fine-tuned. 
 
In all frameworks, throughput is smaller at the beginning. This is due to the initial warming 
up of the framework. Subsequent requests to the same resource cause the framework to cache 
the desired resource and save time. 
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5.3 Other criteria 
5.3.1 Installation, integration and set up complexity 
Spring 
The Spring download package contains both JSF and Hibernate libraries so there is no need to 
download and add them separately. The download package contains also other dependencies, 
so the developer does not need to download them separately.  
 
JSF integration involves registering RequestContextListener in web deployment descriptor 
and registering DelegatingVariableResolver in JSF configuration file. In both cases the 
procedure includes adding few predefines lines to corresponding configuration files and is 
simple. 
 
Similarly, it is simple to integrate Hibernate. 
 
Seam 
Seam also includes both JSF and Hibernate libraries in download package as well as other 
third-party libraries. Integration of JSF is automatic, it needs no action to be taken. 
 
The integration of Hibernate involves adding few lines of code into Seam configuration file. 
 
Struts 
Struts download package does not include JSF or Hibernate libraries, these have to be 
downloaded and added to the project libraries separately. The download package includes 
only several dependencies, other third party libraries have to be downloaded separately. 
 
To integrate JSF, Struts-JSF plug-in needs to be downloaded and added to the libraries. No 
configuration is required. 
 
In order to integrate Hibernate, we need to extend the filter dispatcher class and add a custom 
Hibernate utility class. 
 
To sum up, the integration of required technologies was easiest using Seam framework, 
Spring being only slightly more difficult. Having to download libraries separately and 
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creating custom hibernate utility class involves a bit more work, making integration of 
technologies with Struts the most complex. 
 
5.3.2 Testing support 
Spring and Struts 2 support only standard unit tests driven by jUnit or some other unit testing 
framework. Therefore in Spring and Struts 2 only class-level testing is possible.  
 
Seam offers advanced testing mechanism. It is based on TestNG, advanced unit testing 
framework. Test classes extend SeamTest class which sets up standalone Java EE 
environment and executes JSF life cycle.  
 
Following snippet shows sample test in Seam framework: 
 
 
public class ProjectListTest extends SeamTest { 
 
    public void testAddProject() throws Exception { 
 new NonFacesRequest("/projectList.xhtml") { 
     protected void renderResponse() throws Exception { 
  Object value = getValue("#{projectList.allProjects}"); 
          assert value != null && value instanceof DataModel; 
          DataModel tips = (DataModel) value; 
          assert tips.getRowCount() == 0; 
     } 
 }.run(); 
     
 new FacesRequest("/projectCreator.xhtml") { 
     protected void updateModelValues() throws Exception { 
  setValue("#{projectCreator.project.name}", "New project"); 
     } 
 
     protected void invokeApplication() throws Exception { 
  invokeMethod("#{projectCreator.add(project)}"); 
     } 
  
 } 
  
 new NonFacesRequest("/projectList.xhtml") { 
     protected void renderResponse() throws Exception { 
  Object value = getValue("#{projectList.allProjects}"); 
          assert value != null && value instanceof DataModel; 
          DataModel tips = (DataModel) value; 
          assert tips.getRowCount() == 1; 
     } 
 }.run(); 
  
    } 
} 
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The test tests the initial rendering of the view, in which case we assert the list of projects is 
empty. Then it adds the project to the project list after which the project list should contain 
exactly one item. 
 
This way the developer can make tests that test the whole workflow of the request, from user 
interface to back-end, in comparison to unit testing in Spring and Struts 2, where only class-
level tests can be performed.   
 
Native integration of Seam with TestNG offers several advantages. TestNG offers extensive 
annotations support which makes the configuration of tests better readable for the developer. 
Besides that the TestNG configuration is more flexible because it is maintained in an external 
XML file. No XML configuration is possible in JUnit. TestNG further enables distributed 
testing and provides logging support for tests. It also includes support for application server 
testing in contrast with jUnit, which is solely class based.  
 
5.4 Comparison table 
The table 5.7 displays all the comparison results in one place. It includes yes/no values stating 
whether the framework supports certain feature, numeric values and star-rating values, five 
starts being the best, zero stars the worst. The number of stars does not intend to indicate 
absolute rating, it merely indicates the rating in comparison with other two frameworks. 
 Spring Seam Struts 
Reference guide yes yes yes 
Books 5 4 3 
Tutorials above 15 above 15 above 15 
Community support ***** ***** *** 
Versions compatibility ***** ***** *** 
Tools to simplify development **** **** ** 
Source code total size (B) 473 184 499 494 471 421 
Configuration files size (B) 13 312 30 502 9 721 
Configuration files complexity (easier the better) *** **** ***** 
Generated code quality *** *** *** 
Generated code quantity (B) 487 338 503 847 498 972 
Average response time for 100 requests (ms) 2 127 5 666 3 196 
Average response time for 1 000 requests (ms) 1 518 3 824 1 808 
Average response time for 2 500 requests (ms) 1 319 3 933 1 455 
Installation, integration and set up complexity **** ***** *** 
Own testing solution no yes no 
Table 5.7: Comparison results review. 
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6 Conclusion 
The first goal of this thesis was to define the criteria for the comparison of web application 
frameworks that were used in this thesis to compare the chosen frameworks and that might 
also be suitable for future comparisons of web application frameworks.  
 
The second goal was to compare Spring, Struts 2 and Seam web application frameworks 
according to these criteria. 
 
The criteria were defined and comparison was successfully executed. After scrutinizing the 
results of the comparison I have come to the following conclusion: 
 
All three frameworks are mature frameworks with strong companies behind them. 
 
Fastest user interface responses were returned by Spring, followed by Struts, Seam being the 
slowest of them all. So in case the throughput of deployed application is the most important 
factor, I recommend either Spring or Struts. 
 
If your project is of large-scale, integrating lot of different technologies then I recommend 
Spring as it offers integration with most popular technologies on front-end and back-end side. 
It also offers clear integration guides. 
 
Both Spring and Seam have extensive development support, support for Struts 2 is a bit 
worse, which might not be problem in small-scale simple projects but which may in turn 
lengthen the development times in projects of larger scale.   
 
If you are new to all three frameworks, then the Seam is the easiest one to start with and is 
also the easiest one to develop the application with. I therefore recommend using Seam in 
case the project development time is scarce and the performance of final application is not 
crucial. 
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Appendix A – DVD content 
There are two main directories in the included DVD – Text and Application. The table below 
shows the structure and description of these directories. 
 
Directory name Content 
Text Contains text of this master thesis in .pdf format 
Application Contains files concerning the application 
Application/Sources Contains application source files  
(each framework in separate subfolder) 
Application/Wars Contains the application in war file for easy deployment 
(each framework in separate subfolder) 
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Appendix D – Database schema description 
TABLE 1:
Table name 
 Description of database tables  
Table description 
contact Contact information. Contact might belong to one or more contact groups. 
contact_group Contact group is the entity gathering contacts. 
email 
Email sent/to be sent to the respondent. Contains information used in TemplateEvaluator. Not the actual 
message to send. 
email_message Contains information concerning the sending of email message (fromAddress, toAddress, subject and body). 
email_template Template that might be used when sending emails. 
link_contact_contact_group Linking table between contact & contact group. 
person Entity collecting information about the person. 
groupmail Groupmail defines all aspects regarding single group mail. 
groupmail_access_rule Access rule to group mail. 
groupmail_contact Group mail recipient. 
groupmail_log Logs the events occurring within the group mail. 
security_role Immutable table storing information about available user roles used in authorization. 
user User access information. 
user_role Linking table between user and security_role. 
 
TABLE 2:
Column name 
 Description of columns in database tables 
Table Column description 
email contact contact email address 
first_name contact contact first name 
id_contact contact contact id 
last_name contact contact last name 
phone_number contact contact phone number 
title_after contact contact title after name 
title_before contact contact title before name 
id_contact_group contact_group contact group id 
name contact_group contact group name 
body email email body 
from_address email email from address 
id_email email email id 
id_groupmail email groupmail to which the email belongs to 
sent_date email date when email is to be sent 
status email email status 
subject email email subject 
body email_message email message body 
from_address email_message email message 'from' address 
id_email_message email_message email message id 
subject email_message email message subject 
to_address email_message email message 'to' email address 
body email_template email template body 
id_email_template email_template email template id 
id_user email_template the owner of email template 
name email_template email template name 
id_contact link_contact_contact_group foreign key referencing the contact ID from table contact  
id_contact_group link_contact_contact_group foreign key referencing the contact group ID from table contact group  
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email person person email 
first_name person person first name 
id_person person person id 
last_name person person last name 
phone_number person person phone number 
title_after person person title after name 
title_before person person title before name 
description groupmail groupmail description 
id_ groupmail groupmail groupmail id 
name groupmail groupmail name 
state groupmail groupmail state 
id_contact groupmail_contact contact reference 
id_ groupmail groupmail _contact groupmail reference 
id_ groupmail _contact groupmail _contact groupmail contact id 
id_groupmail groupmail _log groupmail in which the log event occurred 
id_ groupmail _log groupmail _log groupmail log id 
id_user groupmail _log user that created the log event 
text groupmail _log log event text 
new_value groupmail _log log new value 
old_value groupmail _log log old value 
id_security_role security_role security role id 
name security_role security role name 
id_person user person reference that offers additional information about the user 
id_user user user id 
login user user login 
pass user user password stored as salted hash 
id_security_role user_role security role reference 
id_user user_role user reference 
access_rule groupmail_access_rule groupmail access rule type 
id_groupmail groupmail_access_rule groupmail reference 
id_user groupmail_access_rule user reference 
 
 
Note: 
The following four columns are common to all tables except link_contact_contact_group and 
security_role tables: 
 
Column name Column description 
creation_date Creation date. 
last_modified Date when entry was last modified. 
version Entry version (used for Hibernate internal purposes). 
business_key Business key (used for Hibernate internal purposes). 
 
